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THE OPTIIiIUIl CENTER OF GRAVITY OSITION

FOR MINI|lTUI'l OVTRALL TNER(:,Y LOSS

SIJMMARY

The effect of center of gravity
posjtion on the additional induced drag
due to the tail lift force is consioered
for both the circling and gliding phases
of a cross-country flight. The loss of
energy height per hour js then derived
ds a function of CG position for soaring
conditions requiring var i ous 91idin9
speeds, assuming the usual l4accready
theory to apply. The optimum CG

position to minimize the loss of energy
height per hour is found to be a
function of the giiding speed (or of the
corresponding rate of climb). However,
if typical Standard and ls-lvleter
sailplanes are considered, 'it is found
that a single CG position will provide
near-optimum conditjons over a
reasonable range of gliding speeds. The
optimum CG position, in the cases
considered, was sofie hat foftiard of the
likely aft linit. Varying the CG
position in flight to maintain zero tail
load at all times does not appear to be
worth\.vhi I e.

I NTRODIJCTION

It is coqmon knowledge amongst soaring
pilots that a tail lift force produces
sooe extra induced drag, since the tail
is sirnply a small winq. It is also
co[mon to suppose that down-loads are
more unfavorable than up-loads, on the
argument that up-loads relieve the wing
lift whereas down-loads increase it, 0n
this basi s, pi lots have tended to think
in terms of reducing the down-load on
the tail at high speeds by ballasting
the mdchine to get the center of gravily
to the aft limit, or perhaps even
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further aft.
ln fact, a consequence^ of the rnutual

interference between the wing and the
tail is that the direction of the tail
lift force is of no consequence. 0ther
things being equal, a certain up-load on
the tail produces the same increment in
induced drag ns a down-load of the sarne
amount.

A good starting point for a detailed
dnalysis is Lhe splenoio article in
SoARING, 0ctober 1979, by that famous
aerodynanici st, Robert T, Jones. I He
explains, inter alia, l4unk's analysis of
the totai induced drag of a pair of
lifting surfaces in tandem, such as a
wing and a tail, taking into account
their nutua'l interference. It turns out
that if the tail is producing a lift
force then, for the same total lift, the
induced drag is always qreater than with
zero tail lift and, moreover, the
direcrion of the tdil lift is 6l-noffi
lore-:6niFeft location of the surfaces is
of no consequence: the result for a
canard aircraft is the same as for a
conventjonal l ayout. (These resuIts
assume that the trailing vortex systems
of the two surfaces are close to the
same horizontal plane: with a T-tail,
all of the results quoted in this
art ic le need slight modification.)

The consequence of this result is that
upviard tail lift is just as undesirable
as downward tail lift. lf we consider a

Standard Class sailp'lane for the sake of
sinplicity, whose center of gravity
position cannot be altered in flight,
then there could be a small up-load on
the tail in slow circling flight and an
appreciable down-lodd in fast straight
{1i ght. Both wi I I produce an i ncrement



in the induced drag. Percentage-wise,
the increment may l,eli be greater at the
higher speed but, since the induced drag
is then a smaller proportion of the
total drag, the actual drag increnent in
newtons or pounds could well be smaller
than at low speed. I/hat really
'interests the pilot is the loss of
energy due to the induced drag
increments: in effect, hol,! nuch further
he has to climb in the course of a

flight. These considerations suggest
that there nay be an optiffun CG position.

ANALYSI S

From Ref. l, the total induced drag of
lne wing dnd tail of dn aircrdfL.
assurning the vortex wakes of the tl4o
surfaces are close to the same
hori zontal pl ane, is

IDr*, - L^lt+l(b/,b,), -tl-tLl/v,)l { l)nab; ,

Sin:e ,r2nqb I represenLS Lhe induced
ordq when Lz . _0, 

Ltre incrernenL rn
induced drag due to the tail load is
obtained by subtractinq this quantity
from (1), leaving

^Di 
- LLzz /1tqb1"1L(b1/b2)2 - 17 \2)

It should be noted that if the lift is
nll in circling flight, equatjon (2) \,,lill
still dpply if the effect of the vortex
rakes becoming helical is neglected.
L2 must, of courset have the value
appropri ate to circling flight.

If the saiiplane flies for a t'ime t at
speed V, then the loss of energy height
due to M, will be

TECHNICAL SOARING

rdtio is a maximum and qo corresponds

The symbol V denotes equivalent
airspeed, so most of the subsequent
equations should stricly include sofle
sort of mean reldtive density. The
quoted figures for loss of energy height
per hour will only apply if the flight
takes qlace near sea-level, b!t the
conclusions on optifiurn CG positions are
unaffected by the flean altitude.

It is also cofvenient to note that, if
Vo is the speed at whjch the lift/drag

(4 )

where En is, strictly, the maxjnurn
lift/drag ratio with zero tail load.
Ihe elfect of Lail load on Em will oe
se.ond-order so far ds the final resulL
below is concerned. From (2) and (4),
and putting q/so - v2/vo2,

Mi - &; v: tn,vv")L(b ),/b |' - r) (s)

and i ntroduc i ng (3)

^he 
- o; v: t,/ 2Enw'oLft1'/bl',- rf (6)

If the proporLion o{ tin'e spent in
circ I ing fl ight is Pr, then Lhe loss
of enerqy heiqht per hour will be

6hethr - (L8oov; lEnv, l@/bz)" - 1)

l(L;i/vc)Pc + (L;d/vs) o-Pc)j
(7)

where suffix 'c' refers to circlinq
fl ight and 'g' to gliding flight.

For d given Vo, the corresponding
rate oi sink is"fixeo and so is the
appropriate mean rate of climb in the
thermals. Hence, by a simple extension
of the t'4accready theory it may be shown
that

Pc - l(vd/vo)",ri/b(vs/vo)\ -Lf (B)

assumi ng a parabo li c drag pol ar, (See
Ref. 2, Appendix 7. )

The tail lift is given by

Lzc = tcfuoteov"cs- * (h-ho)=c/1tt/U (9)

where n is the load factor when
circ I i ng, or

r'rn - Lc*Loovi sZ + (h-hlAtf/r.i (10)

The procedure for finding the loss of
energy height per hour is therefore as
follows for a sailplane of given
ch aracteri st i cs.

,o^i,- *-

Me - Mivt/4t (3 )
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a. Choose a dimens ionless center of
qrav i ty position, h.
Estimate a likely speed v. and
load factor n in circlinq-fiqht.
HenLc fino 12., the tail loao in
circlinq flight, from (9).
Choose a gl iding speed Vq.
Hence find L2o, the tai l-load in
qliding flight, from (10).
Also find P" rrom (B).
Substitute these values of L2c,
V., P6, 126 and Vo in (7)
to find 6.ficlhr. "
Repedt for different vdlues of h,
keeping the same Vo dnd thenplot 6 helhr aqaindt h.
Repedt [6e I'./hole procedure for a
new vdlue of Vd.

These cdlculdtionE have been carried
out for a typical Standard-class glider
whose characteristics are given in
Append i x I.

It was assumed that, tr'hen circling jn
thernals. the speed was 4/ kLs (87 krn/h)
and the angle of bdnk J5o, giving d

load factor of 1.22.
For a gliding speed of 80 knots

(l4B km/h), the losses in energy height
are as fol lows:

It t,lill be seen that when the CG is
well forward, the energy loss in the
straight glide js predominant whilst,
when the CG is far aft, the energy loss
in circling flight is the greater
component.

Figures for the total loss of energy
height per hour for various gliding
speeds a.e plotted in Fig. l. Each
curve has a minimun, and the higher the
speed during the glides, the further aft
is the optimum CG position, as one would
expect. 8ut Lhe \iqnificant leaLure of
thp results rs thdL tney snow thaL there
is no point,whatsoever in getting the CG

aft of 0.4 a for speeds uP to B0 knots
(l48 kn/h), corresponding to an average
rate of climb of a little over 41/2
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knots (2.3 rnls) for this sai lplane,
Allerjng the CG position in accordance
with forecast thermal strengths seeos a
sonewhai improbable occupation, bIt if
lne CU were Fjxed at dDout u.3/ a, rhe
loss of energy height per hour would be
within a few feet of the minimum for any
of the conditions considered here.

lllhen the sai lplane has fIaps, the
calculdtions becone a little nore
complicated because of the different
flap settings for circling and gliding.
In eqddtions (9) and (10), CM^ hds
different vdlues in Lhe two cunditions
of flight. Sone calculations for a
1s-meter sailplane rlith flap settings,
deduced from Ref. 5, lead to the curves
of Figure 2. The effect of the flaps is
to reduce the tai'l loads during the
gl ide, dnd hence the overal I energy-
loss. Indeed, with tne CG dt 0.04 C dnd
with a glide speed of 60 knots
(lll k'n/h), the mininum loss of energy
is quite negligible since, as it
happens, the tail loads in both
conditions of flight are very small.
For this machine, the optimum CG

position moves forward as the glide
speed increases, due Lo the differing
flap deflections at the various gliding
speeds. 0nce again, the nost aft
optimun CG position is about 0.4 c; if
it were fixed at 0.37 c, the departure
froo optimum v,ould be negl igible.

DI SCUSSiON

The most important conclusion which
emerges from these cdlculations is thdt,
in the case of the Standdrd class
sai lplane, tne optimum CG posi L ion is
reasonably we'll aft, but by no rneans
extrerely so. Very dft tb posirions
lead to an excessive loss of energy due
to the up-load on the tail in circling
flight. In the case of the flapped
l5-neter rnachine, the effect of the
flaps is to alter the tail loads in the
favoraoie sensp. Tne engergy loss is
generally very small indeed and can be

alnosL zero. Tnare is 40 poinL in
flying with excessively aft CG posjtion.

It is worth saying that, in perforfljng
these calculations, no attenpt was fiade
to obtain results whjch would satisfy
Llose v{ita lairly conventional view- or
des i rab le handling characterjstics. The
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Loss of energy height per hour
due to the effect of tail lift on
the induceC drag for a typical
15-m class sailplane. 0nly two
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consi dered.
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Fi9. 1

Loss of energy height per hour due
to the effect of tail lift on the
induced drag for a typical Std.
Class sailplane. The curves are
drawn at s-knot intervals of
gliding speed between the thennals.
The C.G. position is expressed as
d nultiple of the mean aerodynanic
chord.
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'typical' sai lpl ane was chosen and the
calcul ations were performed once on ly.

These considerations al so lead one to
conclude that the tail size of the
' typical' machines considered
(corresponding to a tai I volume of 0.57)
is close to the optimum: the oDtimum CG
posit.ion does not depend on the tail
area but, vrith the CG at this positjon,
the tail area wouid appear to be enough
to provide adequate static marqins.

In the case of the Standard machine,
one is tenpted to wonder whether it
would be profitable to alter the CG
position in flight. For example, if the
gliding speed between themals vlere /0
knots (130 km/h), the energy losses due
to tail loads could be reduced to zero
by circling with the CG at h = 0.3 and
glrding witn it at h = 0.5. fhe saving
in energy height per hour, relative to
the nininum loss with the CG fixed at h

= 0.35, would be 35,7 ft (10.9 n) and,
since the average rate of climb for this
gl jding speed js 2.9 knots (l.5 m/s),
the saving in time wou'ld be about
7 seconds per hour or 0,02X. To produce
this CG shift would involve moving a
mass of I kg through a distance of
nearly 5 m along the fuselage, doubtless
by pumping v./ater ballast, Also, \,]ith
the CG at h = .0.5, the machine would be
sl ightly unstable. To restore sofle
stability, a sliqhtly ldrqer tailplane
li,,ould be required, thus increasing the
profile drag. Also, the CG shift would
require a greater change of elevator
angle between the two conditions of
flight, conpared vijth the fixed CG

condition, again increasing the profile
drag, lloving the center of gravity in
flight appears to be d profitless
occupat i on.

CONCLUSI ONS

To minimize the mean rate of loss of
energy arising from the additional

*Rough calculations for a T-tail
sai I pl ane suggest that additional
induced drag rn circling fliqht is
l'ikely to be more, dnd in straight
flight 1ess, than the values found by
the above calcul ations. The optimum CG

postion is therefore likely to be
further for{ard than suggested above.
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induced drag caused by tail lift forces,
the optimun center of gravity postjon is
found lo be a functiof of the gliding
speed between thermals (or of the
corresponding rate of cljmb jn lhe
thermals). However, if typical Standard
and l5-nreter sailplanes are consideredr
it is found that a single CG
positionwi l l provide near-optinw
conditions over d reasonable range of
gliding speeds. The optinum CG postion,
in the cases considered, was somewhat
forward of the likely aft linjt,*

Varying the CG position in flight, to
Indinlain lero Lail lodd dt a ll t ines,
does not appear to be vrorthwhiie,
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APPINOIX ]

characteri st ics of a TYPical
Standard-Cl ass Sai lplane

liltng soan. t,l = l5 't -l,Jrno area- S = 9.67 nl
ueai ctroro, d = 0.6a rn (assumed 1o be

substantially the same as c).
Aerooy'lanic Lenter posrion' ho = 0.21
Tarl area, 51 = 0.99 rl
Tail sPan, bt = 2,5 nt

Tail inoment irea, l1' = 3.57.
Pitchinq moflent coeff icient,

Cu = -U-l
Lhanq_8 ot oowtrwosr wiLn incidenLp,

d ld = o.2
r4ass = 295 lg (i.e. ti = 2894 N)

Lift curve sloPe (without tdil)'
= 5.73lradian

Lift curve sloPe of tdi 1 (elevator
fixed), 1= 3.7 2/r dd i an



Hence,

F = 0.0532, V' = 0.571, uI = a.542.
(See Appendix 2).

The stick-fixed neutral ooint position

hn - ho + vrk 1/d Lr- GE/ds,

(Refs. 3 & 4), and hence has the value
of 0.492,

(Assum'ing reasonable values for the
other tai I and elevator coefficients
gives a stick-free neutral point
Position hn' = 0,450. dowever, tne
use of springs in thp circJit !r'oulo
bring hn' close to hn.) Likety CG
linits wouid be 0,25 h 0.4.

APPENDIX 2

SJ4nbol s

a Lift curve slope of the glider
(wi thout tai I )

dr -ifL curve slope of Lne Ldil
(el evator fixed)

Dto

Spa n

Mean aerodynami c chord
Pitchino noment coeff i c ient of
the qlider (IlJithout tai l) about
jts aerodynami c center
Drag
Increment in induced drag due to
the tai I load
l4ax i$um I i ftldrag ratio
Enerqy hei ght

ls

ha

noC

hnE

hn,

T'

c
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Distance of the center of gravity
aft of datum
Distance of the aerodynamic center
of the gljder (without tail) aft
of datum
D i stdnce of the stick-fixed
neutral point aft of datum
Di stance of the stick-free
neutral point aft of datum
D i stance between aerodynafiic
center of the ql ider (ltlithout
tail) and the areodynamic center
of the tai I
Lift
Load factor
Proportion of total fight time
spent circling in thernals
Dynamic head
lri n9 area
Tai I area
Time
Eq ui val ent airspeed
Effecti ve volume coefficient stick
fixed, given by -v'/(r*E), where

7' - srq /s; ""d, 
F = lsf1,/s")l\-Ga/ao,).

Al l-up weiqht of the qlider
Angle of incidence
Downwash angle at the tail
Standdrd sea- l eve'l air density

L
n

Pc

q

s
S1
t

b
c

Di

Em

he

Suff ice s :

o------EeFers to the max (L/0) condition,

po

I
2
c

s

in conjunction with V dnd q

Refers to the winq I ln Lon.i. witn
Refers to the taii I D, b and L.
Refers to the circl ing condition
Refers to the gl ide cond itjon
between thermal s o
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